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AccessMedicine® from McGraw-Hill is an online medical resource that 
provides a complete spectrum of authoritative, trusted, and continuously 
updated content. Compiled from the best minds in medicine, and perfect 
for advanced practice nursing programs.

An unparalleled digital library: 
Connect instantly to the most updated versions of landmark titles 
that are key to succeeding in the medical field. Titles include:

 ⊲ Harrison’s Principles of Internal Medicine

 ⊲ CURRENT Medical Diagnosis and Treatment

 ⊲ Graber and Wilbur’s Family Medicine

 ⊲ Williams Obstetrics

 ⊲ Quick Medical Diagnosis and Treatment

 ⊲ 2 Minute Medicine

 ⊲ Hazzard’s Geriatric Medicine and Gerontology

 ⊲ Principles and Practice of Hospital Medicine

 ⊲ Basic & Clinical Pharmacology

 ⊲ Pathophysiology of Disease: An Introduction to Clinical Medicine

 ⊲ The Big Picture: Gross Anatomy

For a complete list, visit the “Books” tab on accessmedicine.com

Comprehensive  
self-assessment
Comprehensive content 
line-up for self-assessment 
including more than 11,000 
Q&As to help learners 
master the clinical and basic 
science knowledge they 
need to excel.

Content that maps to 
your curriculum
AccessMedicine boasts 
a sizeable and varied 
library of content that 
aligns perfectly with 
your advanced practice 
nursing degree program. 

Trusted Content.
Instant Answers.

Benefit from the Best 
Minds in Medicine

accessmedicine.com
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Other Features:

Case-Based learning
Acquiring information is the first step, 
but mastering its implementation is key. 
AccessMedicine compiles a selection of 
cases from our most popular titles (including 
the Case Files series) covering the most 
important topics. Help students think 
critically and master clinical application 
with the power of real-world scenarios. 
Save your faculty time by eliminating the 
need to create original cases.

Patient Education 
Comprehensive, reliable healthcare information 
for adult patients, pediatric patients, and 
pharmaceutical instruction is available in 
multiple languages for thousands of topics 
to help your patients understand their care, 
and improve their health status.

Integrated Drug Database  
Look up dosing, indications, pricing, and 
adverse reactions quickly for generic and 
brand-name drugs, with printable patient 
handouts available in English and Spanish.

Extensive Multimedia Library  
Unique multimedia library containing hundreds 
of physical examination and procedure videos, 
thousands of downloadable photos and 
illustrations, and curated audio content. All with 
the goal of simplifying complicated subjects 
and helping to take learning off the page.
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Take your institution’s learning to the next level. Contact us now 
for a demo and 30-day free trial: digitalsales@mhedu.com  

For Students and Residents
Give advanced practice nursing students and 
residents the trusted authoritative knowledge they 
need to succeed in basic and advanced studies.

For Librarians and Faculty
Deliver 100+ fully searchable, regularly updated digital 
editions of world-renowned medical texts, including 
clinical content. Accessible both on and off campus.
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